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The Retreat In retrospect
Editors note:
Because the recent retreat at La Honda
was" labeled an «input conference," the CATAMOUNTwants
its readers to have the opportunity to share the exper_iences of members of the Cubberley family who attended.
What they "put in" to the conference and what they have
brought back are of concern to all of us; hence this page,
about which Principal David Stanard has written the following:
"I have noted with considerable interest the intent of
the CATAMOUNT staff to pring several articles on the
recent Multicuitural Conference at La Honda. You are
to be commended for this action.
""This conference was a significant event for those of us
who were able to attend. We went to listen, to learn, and
to provide Mr. Walton, our Coordinator of Multicultural Ac"tivities with inputs out of which a sound program could be
developed.
I feel that all three objectives were accomplished.
~'It is important that all segments of our community
be informed of developments in the Multicultural Program:
The CATAMOUNT'S interest in this matter is greatly
appreciated."

JIM CHRISTIAN,
H. R. Commissione:r
Looking back over my left
shoulder, I view the Multicultural Retreat as a very informative and highly satisfying two days. I remember that
La Honda was one of the most
exciting group gatherings I have
ever - taken part in. There
seemed to be an electrifying air
around each speaker, and it
was something more" than "just
the primeval beauty of our
woodland enclosures or the delighting abl!ndance of vulgarity
in public speeches.
For one, the retreat offered
more surprises than anything
else: I recall one speaker who
began his introductory speech,
"The torch'has be"Empass~'d on
to a new generation of Americans."
I sighed, annoyed, alrPAciv
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hundred and fifty years of injustice and suppression, after
countless lives sacrificed, and
after
innumerable
threats
lodged from both sides, perhaps now we had cracked the
dark wall and a ray of welcomed sunlight was scurrying
through.
To be sure there remains
a great deal more work to be

up most often which I wish to
respond to are first, "What
is the problem?" and second,
"What can I do about it?"
I feel these two questions
portray the greatest problem
faced by any nation attempting to be a democracy.
Individuals
excuse themselves
because they are unable to relate the issue in any direct
way to their own lives and
therefore conclude that someone else must deal with it.
This is not a black problem
but rather a black and white
problem.
Therefore the first
question, restated, should be,
"Are we willing to accept our
share of the race problem and
make the necessary sacrifices
to bring about a better life
for all?"
This means each of. us has
to be committed to something
and the degree of our commitment will play a mojor determining role in what we will
do about ANY issue, although
of course, race is the issue
here. What each person can or
will do depends on his will""
ingriess to accept the fact that
there is a problem, to assess
the problem in the light of his
own talents and experiences and"
to plan a course of action that
is within his capabilities to
accomplish.
I have reached the point where
I am not as concerned about
what we do, as I am that we
do something NOW. Anything
in a positive direction is better
than nothing at all.
The only problem I see holdirtg back' multicultUral actiVi:
ti€'s in Palo Alto is that we are
looking for avenues of action to
<
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action.
But I see that tokenism is no
longer effective. Now if we are
to survive we must make a
moral decision: a deep commitment to radically change our
white society to a society of
multicultural
acceptance, in
which black leadership will renew black dignity. Thealternative I see as a boat where the
white man sits--a boat that is
going to be rocked bythe drowning people of color and iUhey
cannot fully and equally climb in
they are going to turn the boat
over and all will go down.

MR. JIM WARFORD,

Teacher

My impressions of the conference:
It was an unprece-"
dented opportunity for community leaders to get together
and share their fears, hopes and
dreams for a better racial situation in our schools. It was
an opportunity for us to get
beyond our personal prejudices
and biases to really learn how
other people think and to understand why they behave as they
do. In short, it was an opportunity to be fully human.
That our hopes were not realized was perhaps the most important lesson we learned. We
have a long way to go in understanding each other and we are
now just beginning to realize
that the road we have to travel
is full of frustration and hurt
feelings and a lot of hard work.
I would like to join with my
fellow students and teachers at
Cubberley in changing our unicultural educationfto a ~multicultural experience with all of
the hopes and excitement it
promises.

SIDNEY

J.

WALTON

"My position should phase
out within three years. If it
lasts beyond that in a commun';'
ity like Palo Alto, then society
won't last." Withthis comment
made recently at a Cubberley
faculty meeting, Mr. Sidney J.
Walton revealed clearly his
attitude toward his new position as coordinator of the
multicultural program for the
Palo
Alto
Unified ::;chool
District.
Mr. Walton, who organized
the recent La Honda retreat,
comes to Palo Alto well prepared for his work after extensive experience in counseling and education, with emphasis
on Afro - American
studies.
In 1959, Mr. Walton received
his A.B. in Industrial Arts and
Social Science at San Francisco
State and went on to receive an
M.A. in Education-Guidance and
Counseling in 1964.
His secondary'schoolteach~~~~
ing experience includes courses
at Portola Junior High and in
Galileo Hilrh in San Francisco.
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For ono, tho rotreat offered
more surprises than anything
else: I recall one speaker who
,began his introductory speech,
"The torch'has been passEfd on
to a new generation of Americans."
I sighed, annoyed, already anticipating a familiar
and inappropriate quote from
the immortal J.F.K. but the
medium - statured, casually
dressed man standing behind
the sturdy podium surprised
me; he continued "They are
the young, black militants and
it is their decision alone as
to whether or not it will be
the fire next time."
The retreat
held an un;'
describable magic that stuck
with us participants
even
through the name-calling the
keynoters and the excruciating
reports from the discussion
groups.
There
gleamed a
scintilla of hope in every remark
and suggestion. One
could sense that after three
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Keynote speaker Preston Wilcox
greets
superintendent
of
Schools Harold T. Santee.
done, but the implimentation
of multicultural programs in
the local schools is forthcoming.
As for the success
of La Honda I can not even
guess; if enough frustration was
vented and enough minds
opened, we shall know it~ for
me, I can only do my part-and fervently hope that others
will do theirs.

MRS. PAT STROUD,

Counselor

As a result of the retreat
on multicultural activities I
have been asked many questions. The two that have come
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in a positive direction is better
than nothing at all.
The only problem see holding back' multicultUral activ.rt.
tiE'S in Palo Alto is that we are
looking for avenues of action to
be given to us, when I feel the
course of action must come
from within.
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JANE LOCKHARD,

Observer

As an observor at the Multicultural Conference, I found
myself coming away with some
strong impressions:
I felt that for most whites,
coming to the conference represented a desperate effort to stop
the threat of black power, black
demands, black lineration and
black guns; The white parents,
teachers and administrators
drove the winding roads of La
honda to devote a weekend to
prevent militant black violence.
They mingled with blacks,
listened to Panthers, discussed,
suggested, recommended, defended, offended, blamed, were
blamed,
wrote,
asked for
copies, taped and "T. V.ed,"
then drove down the same road,
to the same homes, the same
schools with the same ideas.
They had the same power, the
same
economy, the same
racism--the very same thing
that perpetuated the threat they
sought to cope with. They talked
about transfer programs; they
talked about children exchanges; they talked about more
meetings; they talked about
more planning; they talked.
And afterwards they will talk
some more in a citizens' advisory committee, in discussion
groups and in the meetings
where they will give reports.
They will "pat themselves on
the back" for having hired Sid
Walton, for having listened to
Mrs. Cleaver, for having shaken
hands with Mrs. Wilks. They
will feel involved to save their
own lives. Yet they are so given
to expediency as to think that
these token gestures represent
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I wouid like to Join with my
fellow students and teachers at
Cubberley in changing our unicultural education'to a multicultural experience with all of
the hopes and excitement it
promises.

MIGNON GRIFFIN,

B.S. U.

I saw the Multi-Cultural retreat as a fantastic effort on
the part of Mr. Walton to make
something meaningf1'l1come out
of this exchange.
I was assigned to go to the
group session on the white
man's responsibilities in making the exchange work. I became so ..disgusted with the
petrified ideas of the middleage white adults in the discussion that I left.

Some Cubberley representatives discuss the Retreat.
I went to a student session
and was enlightened a little
but not very much.
When the retreat came to a
close I came to a conclusion:
that nothing will come out of it
on the part of' the tired-out
white community. But I would
like to emphasize that the
P AUSDis extremely fortunat'e
to have Mr. Walton working for
them. I place all my faith in
him and a few other black
community workers-I knowthey
can make it, work. I will do
all that I can to help it work.
A message to the white citi-
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State and went on to receive an
M.A. in Education-Guidance and
Counseling in 1964.
HiS secondary schoolteach-¥~~
ing experience includes courses
at Portola Junior High and in
Galileo High in San Francisco,
as well as Washington High in
Fremont, where he also acted
as teaching-principal
at the'
Continuation High School.
Mr.' Waltongained experience
in education and Afro- American
studies at Merrit College in
Oakland' where he taught education, psychology and photography and served more recently as a full time counselor. He
proposed, developed, taught and
coordinated the Afro-American
Studies Program at Merrit.
Mr. Walton is a member, of
the National Association of
,Afro-American Educators, the
Bay Area Black Educators and
the California Junior College
Association. He also organized
and acted as president of the
Oakland local of the American
Federation of Teachers.
Mr. Walton has written for
THE AMERICAN TEACHER
Newspaper besides contributing
to INDUSTRIALARTS. He has
developed several curriculum
programs for the Washington
Union High School District in
Fremont and served on the
pane! •. Revolution in Educanon," which was presented on
Channel 44.
zens who objected to Mr. Walton
inviting a well-known author to
the Retreat and to those white
adults who still beli p.ve only
they know what's right: "Shutup your funky mouths and
listen! !"
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Ending his keynote address,
Preston Wilcox emphasized that
"protecting one's right to be
human is respecting one's own
cultural heritage."
He concludE!d by quoting author
Eldridge Cleaver, "The price
of hating other human beings
is loving one's self less."
I

